Online safety questionnaire Lower KS2 (Y3 / Y4) 60 respondents Dec 2018
Summary













45%(laptop) and 80% (tablet) are online daily
One quarter of children in Y3/4 now have mobile phones
Like UKS2, around a half are online for over an hour a day,
More than a quarter of children feel they are online for more than 2 hours daily.
YouTube, iPlayer and Netflix are the main attractions;
Most watch children’s content: FIVE listed Fortnite
17% have sent photos of themselves though the context of this is unknown
STARZ and listening to music are the most popular online activities (One listed Black Ops)
A small number (6) have played online games with people they don’t know: eSafety implications:
children need to now the dangers of online gaming with people unknown to you
35% have had ‘unpleasant’ online experience but all are well- versed in how to manage this.
About 90% of children feel safe online both at home and in school.
Almost half of all respondents use computer in bedrooms. Increased risk factor here.

Impact
Clear need for continuing with robust eSafety lessons.
Parental information regarding eSafety remains of high importance.

(Only 39 of the 60 respondents replied to this question!)

a) How do I go online: Which of these do you have at home?



Tablet is primary means of going online;

Which of these do you use EVERY day?

How long are you online every day?

b) What I watch:

What do you watch online?

It is hard from this to ascertain the content of
children’s viewing.

What kinds of videos or programmes do you mostly watch?
Responses include;
Sport/dance shows: 8 responses
Games/gamers: 5 responses
Cartoons and kids shows: 8 responses
Fortnite: 1 response
Minecraft: 2 responses
Assorted others, including: Cookie Swirl / How to make…/ superfan builds / sis v bro / the next step / Roblox /
milkshake / doctor shows / woffle / twitch / family fizz /

Favourite vlogger or YouTuber (45 responses)
It’s hard to make sense of all of these – either because I can’t identify them or spelling is unclear;
Responses include:
Dan TDM - 8 responses
Lots of solo responses for various names:
11 children say ‘I don’t have one’

c) What I share: Which of these have you ever done?

What I share: Do you use any of these?
The school system STARZ is far and away the most
popular of all these.

d) What I play: What are your favourite games on the computer?
52 responses:
14 – Minecraft

5 Roblox

2 – Tom Gold Run

5 – Fortnite

4 Mario

4 – Fifa

One respondent listed Fortnite and Black Ops
Various other solo respondents

What I play: Who do you play online games with?

What do these signs mean?
22 out of 53 respondents gave a clear
indication that they understood age ratings for games.
9 respondents stated clearly that they do not know what they mean

Finding information: 13 Which of these do you use?

Unsurprisingly, Google is the
overwhelmingly dominant search
engine of preference.

Finding information: 14: How
much information online is
true?

Children may need to be encouraged to be a
little more circumspect about about what they
read online!

Finding information: 15: What is your top tip for finding accurate information online?
‘describe it as much as you can’
‘make sure you are careful when you type’
‘use words that are most like what you mean’
‘use an adult to guide you’
‘try and get the closest title to what you want to find’
BUT NB – lots of vague or uncertain responses too!

Keeping Safe: 16: Have you ever had something happen online that was not very nice?

Keeping Safe: 17: What did you do about it? / What SHOULD you do about it?
46 responses: the vast majority advise ‘tell an adult’. There are no ‘concerning’ responses.

Keeping Safe: 18: Do you always feel safe online at school?

Keeping Safe: 19: Do you always feel safe online at home?

Large majority of children feel safe online.

Keeping Safe: 20: Which rooms at home do you mostly watch online programmes or games?

